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Preliminary contents .—
This module is an introduction to the fairly broad multidisciplinary subject of synchronization from a control theory viewpoint; it roughly covers:

1. Basic topics
   - Stability of dynamical systems
   - Euler-Lagrange systems
   - Control of mechanical systems
   - Observer design
   - Oscillators, chaotic systems

2. Synchronisation
   - Master-slave synchronisation
   - Mutual synchronisation
   - Formation and Consensus
   - Blinking systems

3. Applications and examples
   - Controlled synchronisation of chaotic systems
   - Formation control of satellites,
     of marine vehicles
   - Hybrid synchronisation.

Public concerned.—
Control students and researchers will learn about fascinating control problems steaming from marine technology, mathematical physics and medicine. Physicists, engineers and applied mathematicians will learn tools of stability and control theory, the omnipresent discipline.
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